One major bottleneck in the practical implementation of received signal strength (RSS) based indoor localization systems is the extensive deployment efforts required to construct the radio maps through fingerprinting. In this paper, we aim to design an indoor localization scheme that can be directly employed without building a full fingerprinted radio map of the indoor environment. By accumulating the information of localized RSSs, this scheme can also simultaneously construct the radio map with limited calibration. To design this scheme, we employ a source data set that possesses the same spatial correlation of the RSSs in the indoor environment of interest. The knowledge of this data set is then transferred to a limited number of calibration fingerprints and one or several RSS observations with unknown locations, in order to perform direct localization of these observations using manifold alignment. We test two different source data sets, namely a simulated radio propagation map and the environment's plan coordinates. For moving users, we exploit the correlation of their observations to improve their localization accuracy. The online testing in two indoor environments shows that the plan coordinates achieve better results than the simulated radio maps, and a negligible degradation with 70-85 percent reduction in the calibration load.
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Index Terms-Indoor localization, radio map construction, transfer learning, spatial correlation, manifold alignment Ç 1 INTRODUCTION R ECEIVED signal strength (RSS)-based localization systems have attracted much attention in recent years and have been extensively studied as the most promising and relatively inexpensive solution for indoor positioning ( [2] and references therein). Their operation is mainly based on detecting and analyzing the signals of the widely deployed 802.11 access points (APs) in public indoor environments at the integrated 802.11 wireless cards in most recent mobile devices. Consequently, these systems do not require any investments in neither deploying APs nor embedding any additional device hardware. This makes it very appealing for commercialization over other measurement based localization approaches such as the time-of-arrival or angle ofarrival approaches.
RSS-based localization techniques consist of two phases: an offline training phase (a.k.a fingerprinting phase) and an online localization phase. In the offline phase, RSS measurements are collected from all existing APs in the environment at all locations. For robust performance, this collection takes a few seconds (or sometimes few tens of seconds) in each and every point in the environment to collect a considerable number of measurements in order to capture the short-term variations of RSS readings at this point. In some other cases, this per-point collection takes even more time when it is done in four different orientations to take the effect of antenna patterns into consideration. After the collection, either the average of the taken measurements at each location or all its statistics define its radio fingerprint. The collection of these fingerprints for all locations is known as the radio map. In the online localization phase, the real-time RSS samples received from the APs at the user's mobile device are compared against the stored radio map to estimate the user's current location.
As can be easily inferred from the above description, building the radio map of an indoor environment through fingerprinting can be a very exhaustive, expensive and time consuming process, especially if this environment is of large size (such as airports and giant malls). Consequently, it represents the most expensive bottleneck facing the feasible commercialization of this efficient indoor localization approach. Thus, any solutions towards reducing this deployment cost and workload is of extreme importance. These solutions would gain even further importance if they can be used for the construction of indoor radio maps for other purposes, such as the evaluation and optimization of wireless coverage, capacity and radio dimensioning.
Several works [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] have tried to replace the construction of fingerprinted radio maps by other methods using indoor radio propagation models. Nonetheless, most of these propagation models cannot capture all the details of the indoor structure (e.g. exact dimensions, beams, different window heights) and dynamics (e.g. moving people, moving elevators, changing furniture locations). Consequently, all these works either achieve very unsatisfactory performance [5] or rectify the model inaccuracies through extensive calibration and exhaustive post-processing to obtain a map that can achieve a more acceptable localization accuracy.
Other works have proposed algorithms to solve the problem of updating RSS radio maps between different times or different devices using limited calibration. Examples of such algorithms are LANDMARK [7] , LEASE [8] , LEMT [9] , LeManCor [10] and LuMA [11] . Despite the great improvement in cost and complexity of adapting radio maps to temporal and device variations, all these techniques still require a complete and accurate deployment radio map and cannot directly localize the users without this map constructed. Moreover, the repetition of adaptation over several cycles may reduce the map accuracy and thus increase the localization error. Finally, some of these algorithms require dense calibration or extensive processing.
In this paper, we propose an easily deployable indoor localization solution that can directly localize users using limited calibration without building a full radio map of the indoor environment. Moreover, the accumulation of this localization information can be jointly used to construct the radio map for other purposes such as the ones listed above. The idea behind this proposed scheme is to exploit the inherent spatial correlation of RSS measurements to reduce the required calibrating fingerprints and perform direct localization without a full radio map. It is well known that neighbouring positions usually have highly correlated radio fingerprints. Consequently, if we could find a data set that can reflect this spatial correlation pattern, and knowing the actual RSSs at few locations in the environment through fingerprinting, we can locate real-time collected RSSs using manifold alignment [12] , which is a semi-supervised, dimensionality reduction transfer learning method. This method learns the location of one or several RSS observations by aligning the spatial correlation information with the calibration and observation measurements in a lowerdimensional space.
One data set that can represent this radio spatial correlation pattern is the simulated map using indoor radio propagation models. These maps indeed reflect, to a good extent, the radio propagation effects in space, such as power decay, reflections, diffractions and fading. However, due to model inaccuracies, simulated radio maps usually suffer from neighbourhood correlation outliers (i.e. non-neighbouring positions having quite similar simulated RSSs). Another data set we can use is the plan coordinate, which do not need any effort to generate but yet capture the neighbourhood correlation of the physical environment in its most exact form. However, the plan coordinates does not fully reflect the radio propagation effects. In this paper, we consider both data sets to determine the effect that has the more important role in achieving a better accuracy.
For walking users, we can achieve a better performance by exploiting the correlation of their subsequent reported observations to improve the localization accuracy. This is done by performing the localization for several subsequent RSS observations simultaneously, in which we both enforce a neighbourhood property between their subsequent observations when aligning the manifolds and reject localization outliers.
Whether using simulated radio maps or plan coordinates, it is obvious that the effort and requirements to deploy our proposed solution is much less compared to full fingerprinting. It requires much fewer fingerprints along with the knowledge of the floor plan and maybe few simulations to directly localize users. In addition to simple deployment, the fact of reducing the fingerprinting load makes our approach much easier to adapt to changes in time, floor plan and variation of devices compared to fullfingerprinting based approaches. Indeed, the re-collection of only a limited number of fingerprints at different times or with different devices are enough for our algorithm to operate with the same spatial correlation pattern. In case of drastic floor plan changes, the spatial correlation function of the environment can be easily adapted to it and the system can re-operate in few minutes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related works to our problem. Section 3 introduces the basics of locally linear embedding (LLE) and manifold alignment. We then present our proposed joint localization and radio map construction solutions using simulated radio maps and plan coordinates in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We then present the localization testing environments, data collection methodology and results in Section 6, and those of the radio map construction in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
In [7] , [8] , LANDMARK and LEASE proposed an adaptive offset of the RSS variations using deployed reference sniffers. This approach adapts the radio map to environmental dynamics using real-time samples, but still requires an initial map to start with. Moreover, it has been shown to be successful only with densely distributed reference sniffers. Yin et al. [9] proposed LEMT that learns the functional relationship between the initial map and real-time readings (again from deployed sniffers) using nonlinear regression analysis and model trees. It then applies nearest neighbour based methods to find locations. LEMT requires less reference sniffers than LANDMARK and LEASE, and can achieve a more effective adaptation to RSS variation. However, LEMT requires extensive processing after each RSS sniffing period by building a huge number of trees in each of them.
In [10] and [11] , LeManCoR and LuMA were proposed, respectively, to transfer knowledge across different times and devices, using multiview learning and manifold alignment, respectively. Nonetheless, both algorithms are only for radio map update and still require a complete and accurate (i.e. fingerprinted) deployment radio map to start with. This update may even lose accuracy for big changes in the floor plan or if this update is repeated for several cycles. Moreover, the adaptation process is done to generate a new map for future localization and cannot be used to directly localize targets. These problems are all solved in our proposed solution.
Other recent works aimed to reduce the fingerprinting load and sometimes eliminating it by using the full sensing capabilities of modern smart phones. In addition to collected RSSs, the readings from accelerometers, compasses and gyroscopes are all used to localize users. Rai et al. [13] introduced Zee, in which these sensors' information helps estimating the motion of the user. However, Zee requires the users to roam in the indoor area for some time to collect this information before being able to localize themselves. This usually occurs by keeping the information collection process functioning in the background of the smart phones. This represents a limitation on the practical implementation of Zee since the battery of the mobile phone will be drained out quickly.
Similarly, LIFS and UnLoc, introduced in [14] and [15] respectively, collect the RSS and sensors' fingerprints from the users walking in the indoor area. The accelerometer readings (as well as the gyroscope and compass for UnLoc) help estimating the distance traveled by the user as well as their change of floors through escalators and elevators. The stress-free floor plan and stress-free fingerprint space are then constructed and the mapping is done to pinpoint the locations. Walkie-Markie [16] deals with pathway generation and recording of landmarks inside the indoor area when uses are walking in the environment and reporting the sensors' and RSS readings. The expense of this approach is the initial running of the algorithm for some time in the indoor area to crowdsource these readings. For both Unloc and Walkie-Markie, this fact makes them not robust to changes in the indoor structures. We can clearly see that all the above schemes utilize many other sources of information than RSS in order to perform localization with reduced or eliminated fingerprinting load. Some of them suffer from other limitations that are of less effect in our proposed solutions.
Finally, some works (such as [17] ) in the literature suggested some form of interpolation methods in order to estimate the non-fingerprinted RSS map points from the few calibrated ones. We will compare our scheme with this method in Section 6.
MANIFOLD ALIGNMENT
Manifolds alignment [12] is a dimensionality reduction based semi-supervised transfer learning scheme. It learns mappings between a source data set and a destination data set that are characterized by the same underlying manifold, and discovers the corresponding relationship in a lowdimensional space. The discovered correlation is used to transfer the knowledge from the source data set to the destination data set. Transfer learning using manifold alignment can be employed if two main conditions are satisfied in the data sets to which it would be applied. The first condition is the strength of neighbourhood correlation. In other words, each of the two data sets should have a stronger correlation between neighbouring data points than the one between far points. The second condition is that the two data sets should possess a common lower dimensional correlation, even if they exhibit different distributions or shapes in higher dimensional spaces.
In the next sections, we will briefly illustrate the mechanisms and formulation of the manifold alignment problem.
Neighbourhood Weights
Manifold alignment is based on aligning two data sets in a lower dimension space using their correlation in that space while preserving their neighbourhood correlation. Several dimensionality reduction techniques have been studied in the literature. In our work, we select the locally linear embedding technique [18] as it strongly preserves neighbourhood correlation in the lower dimensional space.
In locally linear embedding, a low-dimensional embedding is constructed using a weighted graph that captures local structures in the data set. For each higher dimensional data point z ðiÞ , the N data points having the smallest distances to it form its neighbour set N ðiÞ. Let ½z ðN ði;1ÞÞ ; . . . ; z ðN ði;NÞÞ be the set of these N neighbouring data points of point i. We compute the neighbourhood weights of z ðiÞ using the following optimization problem:
Clearly, the closer the point z N ði;jÞ ð Þ to z ðiÞ , the higher the weight W ij . For points j not in N ðiÞ, the value of W ij ¼ 0. This optimization can be solved using a closed form solution as follows [18] . Define the distance matrix D i of point i as: 
Thus, the weight W ij between z ðiÞ and each neighbour z N ði;jÞ ð Þ can be expressed as:
where fðD i D T i Þ À1 g uv is the element on the uth row and vth column in the inverse of matrix ðD i D T i Þ.
Manifold Alignment Formulation
The manifold alignment problem for a source data set X (consisting of X points in R h ) and a destination data set Y (consisting of Y points in R h ) is expressed as:
where f ¼ ½f 1 ; . . . ; f X T and g ¼ ½g 1 ; . . . ; g Y T are vectors in R X and R Y , respectively, and P is the set of indices for paired points in X and Y. By paired points, we mean the points from X and Y that are known to be at the same or close points in the lower dimensional space. Minimizing the first term guarantees that the larger W x ij , the smaller f i À f j , which preserves the neighbourhood relations of X within the elements of f. Minimizing the second term does the same in g for Y. The last term in (4) penalizes discrepancies between the paired points in the f and g vectors. x , y and m are weighting factors of the different components.
The above equation can be re-written as arg min
where L x ¼ ½L x ij 8i; j 2 X, such that:
and (6) . The Problem in (5) is ill-defined. However, if a hard constraint is to be imposed so that f i ¼ g i 8i 2 P (i.e. as m ! 1), and defining Q x ¼ X n P and Q y ¼ Y n P, the Problem in (5) can be easily transformed into an eigenvalue problem as follows:
where L x IJ L y IJ À Á is a sub-matrix of matrix L x L y ð Þ consisting of its entries at the intersection of the rows indexed by the elements in I and the columns indexed by the elements in J . The solution to the problem is the eigenvector h corresponding to the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of L z . According to the structure of L z , h is structured such that it starts with the P aligned elements of f and g, followed by the remaining data points of f, and then ends with the remaining data points of g. Now, since we require an l dimensional embedding (l < h) for the data sets, this embedding will consist of the l eigenvectors ½h ð1Þ ; . . . ; h ðlÞ corresponding to the l smallest non-zero eigenvalues of L z . The final structure of the embedding E will be: 
PROPOSED SOLUTION USING SIMULATED RADIO MAP
A simulated radio map is a model-based generated map, estimating the RSS readings from any group of wireless transmitters in any desired point or group of points in outdoor or indoor environments. Usually, such maps are used in studying the signal coverage for network planning. Many radio map simulators have been developed in the industry using different types and details of radio propagation models. These simulators require details of the environment under study (e.g. topography, building shapes, material and dimensions in outdoor environments, and floor plans, wall materials and furniture in indoor environments) as well as the positions and heights of the wireless transmitters.
In this section, we will introduce our manifold alignment based solution to directly localize users using the simulated radio map and limited deployment calibration fingerprints. Our target is to transfer the spatial correlation between neighbouring simulated RSS values to the concatenation of a limited number of calibration fingerprints and one or more RSS observations with unknown locations to directly localize these observations (and thus the users observing them). The simulated radio maps indeed reflect, to a good extent, the radio propagation effects in space, such as power decay, reflections, diffractions and fading.
It is important to note that the two conditions of manifold alignment generally fit these two data sets. For both the simulated radio map and the concatenated set of fingerprints and RSS observations, the nearby locations usually have more similar RSS values than those that are far away. Moreover, the two data sets are based on a common physical space (i.e. the same coordinates on the floor plan) and thus indeed have a common lower dimensional correlation. This makes the transfer learning with manifold alignment feasible.
Despite the satisfaction of these two conditions (to a large extent) for these two data sets, it is still important to mention that, due to model inaccuracies in simulations and natural fading and multipath effects of fingerprinted RSSs, some non-neighbouring positions may end-up having quite similar simulated/fingerprinted RSSs and thus the simulated radio maps and RSS measurements can occasionally suffer from neighbourhood correlation outliers. To reduce the effect of this problem, the neighbourhood correlations of each point will be computed using a considerable number of neighbouring points taken into the calculations and not only a few of them. In Section 6.1.3, we will empirically determine the size of neighbourhood sets that can achieve the best possible reduction of this effect.
Offline Deployment Phase
In the deployment phase, we perform the following steps: 1) Collect environment information (floor plan, wall thickness and materials; . . .) from its building CAD files as well as the positions and heights of APs. 2) Insert this information in the radio propagation simulator to generate the simulated radio map S ¼ ½ðs ð1Þ ; p ð1Þ Þ; . . . ; ðs ðSÞ ; p ðSÞ Þ at all the S grid points of the indoor environment. (3) Using the simulated radio map as the source data set, compute the LLE weights W x ij from (3) and L x from (6) . The complexity of this step is OðS 3 Þ. x À y coordinates of the ith calibration position. Note that the calibration positions are a subset of all the positions in S. Since we know the RSSs at these positions, these points represent the paired points in the manifold alignment formulation.
Server-Based Online Localization Phase
In the online localization phase, the localization server performs the following operations: Fig. 1 depict the structure transformation from the problem's inputs to the source and destination data sets after the above ordering and concatenations.
(3) Compute the destination set neighbourhood weights W y ij using (3) and its Laplacian L y using (6) . The complexity of this step is OððC þ OÞ 3 Þ. (4) Compute L z as in (10) using.
(5) Compute the eigenvalues of L z and construct the ðS þ OÞ Â l lower-dimensional embedding matrix E from the l eigenvectors (each of dimension ðS þ OÞ Â 1) corresponding to the smallest l-nonzero eigenvalues. The embedding is structured as shown in Fig. 2 The first C rows E P ¼ ½f Compute its distance to all the rows of E P and E Q x . Attach the position of the nearest row to this observation and forward it to the requesting user. The overall complexity of the algorithm is OððC þ OÞ 3 þ ðS þ OÞ 3 Þ.
Algorithm Modifications for Walking Users
Naturally, a walking user requesting localization can send U subsequent RSS observations, which will definitely represent locations of close-by coordinates. This information can be used in smoothing out positions of each group of subsequent observations. This can be done in two places in the above algorithm:
In step 3, enforce neighbourhood and high weights for each group of subsequent observations. After step 6, replace each outlier (position that is far away from its immediate previous and following estimated locations) by the centroid of its immediate predecessor and successor estimated locations.
Device-Based Online Localization Phase
The same algorithm introduced in the previous section can be implemented on the device side (e.g. the user smartphone). In this case, the device's localization software needs to perform a one-time download of L x (a compact S Â S matrix) and the calibration fingerprints C (a small data set) from the server. The number of localization requests will be only one (i.e. O ¼ 1), which corresponds to the device's own RSS reading. With this data available at the device, it can apply the online steps 3 to 6 described in the previous section to find its location. The complexity of this process is OðS 3 þ C 3 Þ, which is affordable on mobile, battery empowered devices.
Note that, in case of a moving user, the localization frequency on the mobile device can be reduced by incorporating the information from the device sensors, such as accelerometer, gyroscope and compass, to the localization software. Indeed, these sensors can track the user movement, and thus its position, within some predetermined time interval after the latest run of the RSS-based localization algorithm. Consequently, the device will only need to run the RSS-based localization algorithm at the beginning of these time intervals to correct any drifts obtained from tracking.
Radio Map Construction
To construct the radio map using the above algorithm, the server builds an observation directory DðpÞ for each point p of the S plan coordinates. Each localization observation, sent to the server and determined by the algorithm to be at location p Ã , is stored in the directory Dðp Ã Þ.
When the number of accumulated observations at a give position p reaches a required limit N, the radio map construction algorithm computes the average of these N readings in DðpÞ, and sets this average as the estimated RSS reading at point p. When the RSSs of all the points in S are estimated, the algorithm stops and declares the estimated radio map. Clearly, this method makes the radio map construction much simpler as it is built through casual walks in the environment after performing a few precise calibration measurements at known positions.
PROPOSED SOLUTION USING PLAN COORDINATES
In this section, we will modify the previous algorithm to employ the plan coordinates information instead of the simulated radio map in the direct localization of stationary and walking users. The target is to transfer the spatial correlation of the physically neighbouring points to the set of calibration and online observation measurements to directly localize the users. Although the plan coordinates do not reflect all the aspects of radio propagation, they represent the perfect physical neighbourhood relations in the source data set. Also, the use of plan coordinates as the source data set requires much less details about the environment, especially the location and heights of APs that are usually difficult to obtain in indoor environments. Moreover, we do not need high precision in the knowledge of wall thicknesses and materials when plan coordinates are used as source data set. Only for very thick concrete walls or metallic surfaces, lower neighbourhood correlation weights are enforced between coordinate points on both sides of these walls. Again, the two conditions of manifold alignment perfectly fit these two data sets. The nearby coordinates (calibration and observation data points) usually have smaller distances (more similar RSS values) than those that are far away. Moreover, the two data sets are based on the common physical space of the floor plan and thus indeed have a common lower dimensional correlation, which makes the transfer learning with manifold alignment feasible.
Offline Deployment Phase
In the deployment phase, we perform the following steps: 1) Collect environment information (floor plan, wall thickness and materials, . . .) from its building CAD files. 2) Set up a grid point system on the floor plan and determine its coordinates. The result is the source data set S ¼ ½ðp ð1Þ Þ; . . . ; p ðSÞ , where p ðiÞ ¼ ½x ðiÞ ; y ðiÞ is x À y coordinate vector of the ith position. 3) In case of very thick or metallic walls, dissociate any two neighbouring points that are located at opposite sides of these walls. This dissociation enforces that these points do not become neighbours when computing the source data set weights. 4) Repeat steps 3 and 4 in Section 4.1. Clearly, this approach reduces the deployment load compared to the simulated radio map approach as it removes the need to know the positions of access points and to run simulations to obtain the source data set.
Online Localization Phase
The online localization phase of this approach is similar to that in Section 4.2 after adding the following definition and making the following adjustments.
Definep ðiÞ . 1 Â K extended coordinate vector, in which the x and y elements of p ðiÞ are alternatively repeated inside the vectorp ðiÞ until its number of elements becomes equal to K. These vectors are used instead of the original coordinate vectors to match the dimensions of the calibration data without any loss in the actual distances between points. Modify the definition of set X ¼ ½[ i2Pp ðiÞ j [ j2Q xp ðjÞ to be the extended coordinate vectors, re-arranged so that the coordinates of paired positions are brought up. Fig. 3 depict the structures of the source and destination data sets after the above ordering and concatenations. The rest of the algorithm runs in the exact same way. Also, the same modifications for device based localization and walking users can be applied to this approach.
PERFORMANCE TESTING OF LOCALIZATION SOLUTIONS
To test the proposed solutions, we considered two indoor environments:
1) Bahen Center, University of Toronto, fourth floor.
2) Siradel's building in Rennes, France.
Bahen Center
The first testing environment is the fourth floor of Bahen Center, University of Toronto. The environment's floor plan spans an area of 40 m Â 30 m and is depicted in Fig. 4 . We deployed five linksys APs at the shown locations in the figure, in order to be able to compare our results to the ones obtained in [2] for the same environment and APs. Similar to conventional pre-installed APs in any indoor environment, we deployed our APs at roughly selected points to obtain a good coverage of the Wi-Fi signals in the floor plan. Consequently, the presented performance of our algorithms in this section would not change if we used any preinstalled APs from the environment (with known locations for the simulated map algorithm only). In other words, our localization and radio map construction results are not biased because we did not optimize the placement of our APs to achieve them. The study area is divided into 219 grid points at which RSS data is both measured and simulated. The spacing between any two adjacent grid points is 1 m. Note that the mean localization error obtained by a very sophisticated and recent localizer, using full calibration, location clustering, and best five AP selection (compared to only static five APs in our case) was reported to be 2 m [2] . The performance of this localizer will be the reference comparison scheme, to which we will compare our results. Note that our proposed algorithms do not include best AP selection nor clustering and thus we compare our results with this much more sophisticated localizer (with extra capabilities beyond just calibration completeness) to show the merits of our proposed simple solutions.
After setting up the coordinate system shown in Fig. 4 , the neighbourhood weights for the plan coordinates approach can be computed once (as long as there is no drastic floor plan change) and are saved in the database for direct use in the manifold alignment localization process. 
Generation of Simulated Using Volcano Lab (VLAB)
Volcano Lab [19] is a platform desinged by Siradel France, which has various capabilities of simulating indoor and outdoor radio coverage of wireless transmitters. It can run both simple propagation and ray-tracing algorithms to estimate the RSSs at any resolution. To simulate the radio map of indoor environments, it simply requires the floor plan information (e.g. from its CAD file) and the positions and heights of APs.
In our environment, we ran VLAB for the APs in Clearly, the further we go down in the above list, we achieve a higher fidelity of the RSS estimation but at the same time we increase the simulation complexity.
After obtaining the simulated RSS map, the neighbourhood weights for the simulated radio map approach are computed only once (as long as there is no floor plan change) and saved in the database for direct use in the manifold alignment localization process.
Data Collection and Testing Setup
We performed a full measurement campaign, in which we collected RSS fingerprints at all grid points depicted in Fig. 4 , using an RSS collecting software loaded on an HP IPAQ device with Windows Mobile operating system. At each point, readings from all detectable APs are collected for few seconds and the measurements of each AP are then averaged. Although we do not need all this data in the actual implementation of the algorithms, we collected all fingerprints to test the algorithms' performance for different subsets of calibration measurement positions and to make sure it is insensitive to the chosen calibration points as long as they are well distributed in the area. It is important to note that the data was collected over three to four days and at different times of the day to make sure that we have a good representation of the RSS readings. However, in the testing phase, we only take samples from the collected measurements at each point to represent the real-life scenarios of localization, in which the users collect localization readings in few seconds at any time of the day.
In the offline phase, we built many calibration data sets, each of which consisting of a given percentage of the collected fingerprints scattered over the designated area. In the online phase, the algorithms receive O localization observations (from either O stationary users or several walking users) and estimate their positions. A large number of localization tests were performed for different O localization readings and using different calibration data sets. The following figures depict the mean localization errors averaged over a large number of localization tests for each setup. All percentages of calibration fingerprints are normalized against the total number of grid points (219 points).
Effect of Neighbourhood Set Size
We first test the effect of changing the number of neighbours in the neighbourhood weight computation process on the performance of the algorithms. Fig. 5 depicts the mean localization error performance of both the simulated radio map and plan coordinates algorithms, against the number of neighbours in the neighbourhood weight computation process. The percentages of calibration fingerprints and localization observations are 25 and 5 percent, respectively. The figure clearly shows that, for both algorithms, the number of neighbours in weight calculations is a significant factor in determining the localization error level. If the number of neighbours is small (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , the performance level is worse than when the number of neighbours is larger (in the range of 20-25 neighbours, i.e. 10-12 percent of the total number of grid points). This can be explained by the stronger effect of outliers in weight computations when the number of neighbours is small. For the case of simulated radio map, if there exist several points, which are practically far from the point for which we compute the weights, but have very close RSS vectors to it, the weight computation would be more affected by these outlier points if the total number of neighbours is smaller. The larger the number of neighbours, the smaller the percentage of these outliers, the smaller their effect in misrepresenting points in the lower dimensional space. For the plan coordinate case, these outliers may result from the misrepresented fading instances and thus the same effect occurs.
However, we can see that for larger numbers of neighbours (35-50 neighbours), the performance degrades again. This can be interpreted by the concept of loose neighbourhoods. If the number of neighbours has gone too high, we are mainly relating each point to a lot of points that are not in its vicinity. Thus, the concept of neighbourhood dilutes, which results in the shown performance degradation. Fig. 6 depicts the mean error of localizing 11 observations using the proposed simulated radio map and plan coordinates algorithms against the percentage of calibration fingerprints. The number of neighbours in the weight computation process is set to 25 (11 percent of the total data set size). As expected, the figure shows that the larger the percentage of calibration fingerprints, the better the localization error. We can also see that the plan coordinates approach achieves a better performance than all the simulated ratio maps. This is explained by the fact that the plan coordinates approach preserves perfect physical neighbourhoods where as all simulated maps have noisy inaccuracies in their RSS estimations, which degrades their neighbourhood weight computations. It also shows that neighbourhood correlation (represented in the plan coordinates) matters more in determining more accurate localization results compared to propagation effects (represented in the simulated radio maps). We can also see from the figure that the more details involved in the RSS estimation of the simulated radio map, the lower the localization error. However, this comes at the expense of simulation complexity. Nonetheless, the plan coordinates approach avoids this complexity completely while achieving an even better result. Fig. 7 depicts the comparison of the mean localization error of our proposed simulated radio map (with ray tracing) and plan coordinate algorithms to the interpolation method proposed in [17] against the percentage of calibration fingerprints, and for the same parameters in Fig. 6 . For the same three schemes and same parameters, Fig. 8 depicts the percentage degradation in mean localization error performance, compared to the reference full calibration localizer in [2] . We can see from these two figures that our proposed plan coordinates (simulated map) scheme reduces the mean localization error by 1.5 to 2 m (0.5 to 0.75 m) compared to the interpolation method, thus achieving a 36 percent (10 percent) improvement in localization error at 10 to 30 percent calibration load. In comparison with the full calibration localizer, the results show that our proposed plan coordinates algorithm can achieve a degradation in localization error of less than 20 percent (i.e. 0.4 m) for as high as 70 percent reduction in the calibration load, and a degradation of less than 40 percent (i.e. 0.8 m) for as high as 80 percent reduction in the calibration load. Fig. 9 depicts the mean localization error performance of our proposed solutions for walking users against the percentage of calibration fingerprints. The number of neighbours and observations are also set to 25 and 11 points, respectively. Again, the plan coordinates approach achieves a lower localization error compared to all simulated radio maps. Due to the exploitation of RSS correlation for walking users, the mean localization error is dropped to 2.3 and 1.8 m for 15 and 30 percent calibration load, respectively. curves show that, as the number of localization observations increases, the localization error slightly decreases. Nonetheless, this change in performance from 1 observation to 50 observations is less than 35 cm, which is not a significant difference for most indoor localization applications. For stationary users, this result implies that localization can be done with quite similar error levels for small or large number of localization requests. For walking users, it implies that no delay is required to start the localization algorithm. It is enough for a user to collect two to five observations on its path to obtain its location. Fig. 11 depicts the mean localization error performance against the number of used APs for 11 localization observations, 20 neighbours and different percentages of calibration fingerprints. As expected, as long as the number of APs did not exceed a certain saturation threshold, which is the case in all our considered scenarios, then the lower the number of APs, the worse the error performance of our proposed algorithms, and in fact the worse the performance of all RSS-based indoor localization schemes. Even for full calibration, best AP selection and clustering, the mean localization errors for three and four APs were reported in [2] to be 3.5 and 2.6 m, respectively, whereas as our plan coordinates algorithm achieves 5.7 and 3.8 m with only 20 percent calibration load. We can still observe that the plan coordinates algorithm is still achieving a better performance compared to the simulated radio map one for all numbers of APs.
Effect of Calibration Fingerprinting Load

Effect of Localization Observations
Effect of Number of APs
Siradel Building
To test the robustness of our proposed solutions against differences in floor plans, we ran another test on the collected database in Siradel Building at Rennes, France. This environment, depicted in Fig. 12 , consisted of an area of 40 m Â 20 m, with four APs and 302 grid points. The spacing between grid points is variable between few tens of centimeters up to few meters.
Figs. 13 and 14 depict the mean localization error performance of our proposed algorithms against the percentage of calibration fingerprints for stationary and walking users, respectively.
As was observed in the Bahen Center results, we can see that the plan coordinates approach achieves a better performance than all the simulated ratio maps. For as low as 15-30 percent of the calibration effort, the plan coordinates algorithm achieves a mean error of 2:7 À 2:4 m and 2:2 À 1:9 m for stationary and walking users, respectively.
PERFORMANCE TESTING OF RADIO MAP CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we test the performance of radio map construction using our proposed solutions. As explained earlier, the algorithms operate in the same manner for localization, but then stores all localized reading at their estimated positions. They then declare the average of N readings per location as its estimated RSS. A large number of tests was performed for different setup parameters. The following figures depict the root mean square (RMS) error of estimated RSSs using our proposed algorithms with respect to the actual radio map obtained from the full measurement collection explained in Section 6.1.2. They also depict the RMS improvement of the overall map (including both calibrated and estimated points) compared to the simulated radio map. Fig. 15 depicts the RMS errors achieved by our proposed simulated radio map (with ray tracing) and plan coordinates algorithms. Fig. 16 depicts the achieved improvement in RMS error for the overall map compared to the simulated one against the same percentages of calibration load. In both figures, the number of accumulated observations per point (i.e. N) is 20.
As expected, both figures show that the larger the percentage of calibration load, the lower the achieved RMS error in the estimation of RSSs, and the larger the achieved improvement compared to the simulated radio map. Both figures also show that the plan coordinates data set achieves a better performance compared to the simulated radio map. Clearly, this is a natural result from the ability of the plan coordinates algorithm to achieve lower localization errors, which makes the accumulated readings at each location closer to its actual RSS values from the different APs. For the plan coordinates data set, we can see in Fig. 15 that the reduction in the RMS error, when changing the calibration load from 10 to 50 percent, is only in the range of 1 dBm. Moreover, we can see from Fig. 16 that we can obtain 70 percent improvement in our knowledge of the map, compared to the simulated one, with only 16 percent of the full calibration load.
Figs. 17 and 18 depict the effect of changing the number of accumulated observations per map location on the algorithms' performance. The percentage of calibration fingerprints is set to 20 percent. We can see from the figure that this effect is minor, especially when the plan coordinates data set is used. When the number of observations is reduced from 25 to 5, the increase in the RMS error is only 0.5 dBm. Moreover, the improvement in the RMS error, compared to the simulated map, is reduced by less than 2 percent. Thus, we can greatly reduce the required time to build the map, by collecting less observations per map point while not significantly degrading the resulting performance.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a joint indoor localization and radio map construction scheme that can be directly deployed and employed with limited calibration load in indoor environments. The proposed scheme employs a source data set preserving spatial correlation and a limited number of calibration fingerprints. The knowledge of this source data set is transferred to the limited calibration fingerprints and the localization observations to perform direct localization using manifold alignment. By accumulating the history of localized readings, this scheme can also simultaneously construct the radio map with limited calibration. We proposed and tested two correlation preserving source data sets, namely the simulated radio map and the plan coordinates. For moving users, we exploited the correlation of their reported observations to improve the localization accuracy. The online performance testing in two different indoor environments favoured the use of the plan coordinates to achieve better results compared to the simulated radio map. It also showed that, for as high as 70 to 80 percent reduction in the fingerprinting load, our approach can achieve only 0.4 to 0.8 m increase in the localization error compared to full fingerprinting. The results also showed that, by accumulating few observations per location, our scheme can achieve 70 percent improvement in the radio map estimation compared to the simulated one, with only 16 percent of the full calibration load. These gains are obtained with very limited deployment calibration and preprocessing efforts.
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